
HOW TO LEAVE A LASTING GIFT to the DUNEDIN AMENITIES SOCIETY 
 
A gift in your Will can provide assistance for ongoing activities that the Society is involved in. 
 
The Dunedin Amenities Society is New Zealand’s oldest environmental society and has been significant organisation in 

the protection preservation and development of Dunedin City’s landscape, heritage and conservation values. The 

Society is committed to the development of projects that enhance the city’s recreational, amenity and natural assets 

for the well-being and enjoyment of the community and its visitors. Bequests would be utilised in public projects for 

beautification, development of amenity assets, biodiversity & heritage conservation or restoration and the physical 

interpretation of the scenic and landscape values of the city. 

 

Leaving a legacy 

There are several ways you can remember the Dunedin Amenities Society in your 

Will to help generate income to support the Society’s many conservation and environmental projects: 

1. you may wish to leave a stated amount of money; 

2. you may wish to leave a share (percentage) of your existing assets; 

3. you may wish to leave a specific asset; or 

4. you may wish to leave part or all of the residue of your estate. 

 

What does this involve? 

All this requires is a simple provision in your Will. Your solicitor or legal advisor will help you and can suggest the 

appropriate wording to ensure you achieve all you wish for your family and others. Please consider leaving your 

bequest for general purposes which will be used for our conservation programmes. 

 
Suggested wording: 
 
“I give and bequeath to the Dunedin Amenities Society 

the sum of $________” 

OR 

_______% of my estate” 

OR 

the residual of my Estate after all prior provisions have been met”. 

OR 

The following property or assets:……………….. for the general purposes of the said 

Society”. 

 

Thank you again - you can be confident that your gift will make a difference and will always be remembered. Please 

let us know thus enabling us to thank you now, rather than your Executor later.  

 

Simply write to us or send an email. 

 

Please remember us in your Will 

Dunedin Amenities Society      Email: amenities.society@xtra.co.nz  
P O Box 5757, Dunedin 9058  
New Zealand       Charities Commission number:  CC31364 

mailto:amenities.society@xtra.co.nz

